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PARKER’S

Exacta: 3-7/3-4-7, $4. Tri: 3-7/3-4-7/1-3-4-5-7, $6. Daily Double: 3-7/6, $2.
Super: 3-7/3-4-7/1-3-4-5-7/1-2-3-4-5-7, $3.60. Pick 3: 3-7/6/1-3-4, $3. Pick 4: 3-7/6-1-3-4/6, $3.
DARK SUSPICION (#7)
Was outfinished late after leading into the stretch when facing similar last, she
again should get a nice stalking trip, slight call over the second choice.
San Juan Storm (#3)
Also was beaten a neck when favored in her most recent, she should like the
added ground and be right there at the finish.
Smarty Jeans (#4)
Showed improvement when fourth last, she should continue to improve.
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FLAT OUT FINE (#6)
Cosmic Tripster (#5)
Go Martha Go (#4)

3
CREST DRIVE (#4)
Valid Prince (#3)
Regazze Cat (#1)

4
OLD SCHOOL IKE (#6)
Grand Fiesta (#2)
Prikati (#4)

5
CALEX (#2)
City Steel (#7)
Gentle Prince (#3)

Exacta: 6/2-4-5, $3. Tri: 6/2-4-5/1-2-4-5, $4.50. Pick 3: 6/1-3-4/2-6, $3.
Super: 6/2-4-5/1-2-4-5/all, $2.70. Pick 7: 6/3-4/6/2-6/4-7/2-6-7/1, $4.80.
Stretch runner was claimed back by the top barn after running well for third
last, she should get clear sailing from this post, figures to pass’em all late.
Did finish in front of the top choice when second in her last, she will have to
deal with Eagle Ease early but again must be caught.
In decent form right now, the longer distance today over her last will help.
Exacta: 3-4/1-3-4, cost $4.
Trifecta: 3-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4-6, $6.
Pick 3: 3-4/2-6/2-7, cost $4.
Super: 3-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4-6/all, $4.80.
Crushing win was aided by a strong speed bias last and he may have to deal
with Maurice Code early but anything close to his last will win again.
Hasn’t done too much in starts at Emerald this meet but he did run well
despite being stuck inside last and could spring a mild upset.
Good effort when a close third in his last, he might get right trip.
Exacta: 2-6/2-4-6, $4. Tri: 2-6/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $6. Pick 3: 2-6/2-7/4-7, $4.
Super: 2-6/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6/all, $4.80. Pick 5: 6/2-7/4-7/2-6-7/1, cost $6.
Punished foes with a bias aided wire to wire win last, he’s dressed up a bit after
that score and will have to work for the lead early but also looks good to repeat.
Dull try at Del Mar back in mid-July and he shows only one work since that race
but he did run huge to win one race back, that try would be hard to handle.
Decent efforts in his two starts here this year, he should like a mile.
Exacta: 2-7/2-3-7, $4. Tri: 2-7/2-3-7/2-3-4-6-7, $6. Pick 3: 2-7/4-7/2-6-7, $6.
Super: 2-7/2-3-7/2-3-4-6-7/all, $4.80. Pick 4: 2-7/4-7/2-6-7/1, cost $6.
Veteran lost to two sharp horses when second in his last couple of starts, he
can act from on or off the lead early, looks best.
Right with the top choice at the finish last and while he had a ground saving
trip that day and moves outside tonight, he appears the main danger.
Excellent try in a good field for the level last, definite danger again.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Evening, September 7th, 2019
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BRAHMS FOREST (#4)
Smoothee Lee (#7)
My Chief (#5)

7

Exacta: 4-7/4-5-7, cost $4.
Trifecta: 4-7/4-5-7/1-4-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3: 4-7/2-6-7/1, cost $3.
Super: 4-5/4-5-7/1-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.
Four wins at Emerald this year, he raced wide and closed into a slow pace last
and he looks hard to bet against.
Just beat similar sprinting and he’s routed well in the past, he should be on or
near the lead right from the start tonight, definite danger.
Tracked a slow pace and just failed to hold on last, he is reliable for a big try again.
Exacta: 6-7/2-6-7, cost $4.

BOUNTY HUNTER (#7)
Emily’s Gold (#6)
This Great Nation (#2)

8
ZIPPIN WINE (#1)
Doin Double Time (#3)
I Work for Carrots (#4)

Trifecta: 6-7/2-6-7/2-5-6-7-8, $6.
Super: 6-7/2-6-7/2-5-6-7-8/2-4-5-6-7-8, $3.60. Daily Double: 2-6-7/1, cost $3.
Received a perfect trip when beating similar in his last, he again should get a
nice stalking trip with several early speed types in here, tab to repeat.
Couldn’t keep with the top choice last but he was stuck in the one hole that
day, gets a better post tonight and should be right there throughout.
Been away two months but recent workouts are good, don’t overlook.
Exacta: 1-3/1-3-4, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-9, $6.
Super: 1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-9/1-3-4-7-9, cost $2.40.
Had no apparent excuse for the poor try last but he drops to the bottom maiden
claiming price, draws the one hole and should make amends.
Just missed with a decent stretch run in his most recent, he may get a hot pace
to run at in this spot, sixteenth time may be the charm.
Distant second in a sprint last, he should like a mile, may be quickest early.

Today’s Best Bet (s):

Today’s Longshot:

FLAT OUT FINE in the second.

EMILY’S GOLD in the seventh.

Today’s Exotic Play:
Race 6, $1 Exacta: 4-7/4-5-7, cost $4.

Race Selections for Saturday, September 7th, 2019
Los Alamitos
Golden Gate
Hastings
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SHEZA FACTOR (#3)
A Dime for Me (#1)
Eternal Endeavour (#5)

SURE MAGIC (#4)
Full of Gold (#1)
Red Star (#3)

DON’T HOLD ME BACK (#2)
Metal Magic (#1)
The All Button (#5)

TOP OF THE GAME (#1)
Jump the Tracks (#2)
Taste’s Legend (#3)

DEEPINGREEN (#3)
Rouge Sunset (#6)
Twinstinct (#4)

STAY ALL NIGHT (#5)
Eye Be Seeing You (#1)
Miss Presley (#4)

MUSICALLY (#6)
Fran’s Empire (#1)
Sharp Turn (#4)

BETTOR TRIP NICK (#2)
Little John (#4)
Cat Blue (#3)

HORST (#7)
Genoa Bay (#5)
Mustachio (#3)

LADY KRISHNA (#7)
Amers (#1)
Discrete Stevie B (#8)

WINTER GOLD (#2)
Sure Angel (#4)
Si Mamacita (#3)

BLUE DANCER (#6)
Twistgrips (#4)
Ezekiel (#7)

MOTION EMOTION (#6)
Message (#1)
Madame Vestal (#3)

MISIRLOU (#7)
Oh Lady Oh (#6)
Red Dahlia (#5)

DAWNS MORNING (#4)
Bonita B (#7)
Waffles (#5)

MIGHTY ELIJAH (#8)
White Russian (#1)
U S Hero (#3)

MOONSHINE ANNIE (#2)
Oyster Shooter (#1)
Hardsense (#4)

HERE’S HANNAH (#9)
Bear (#2)
Raider (#3)

GRYFFINDOR (#4)
War Union (#7)
Nileist (#2)

JOYOUS (#7)
Three Karyots (#1)
Simply Perfect (#8)

KILLARNEY LASS (#4)
Sunburst (#8)
Twirling Devon (#7)

OLIVER (#7)
Cruel Intention (#1)
California Journey (#8)

STEALTHEDIAMONDS (#5)
Lucky Antares (#9)
Sweet Rafaela (#7)

EXPLODE (#2)
Stay Fantastic (#3)
Final Jeopardy (#6)

SPECTATOR’S DREAM (#5)
Go Sammy Go (#1)
Rocket Ship (#4)

MARINOS LAW (#4)
Shiner’s Code (#8)
Bernardos Hideaway (#7)

HE’S THE REASON (#7)
Calgary Caper (#9)
Brave Nation (#1)
SEEKING BULL (#5)
Seven Chances (#3)
Veloso Raptor (#7)

